a, Network parameters evolution over the whole development 30 process (Extended Data Table 1 ). The development process contains three stages (the early, 31 middle and late stage), and 9 critical time points (ctp) according to the key changes in synaptic 32 weights, neuronal firing patterns, and digit reconstruction performance. b, Digit reconstructions 33 across the development process, where RRN first figured out the digit's salience map with 34 correct retinal location, size and orientation (early stage), then engraved the basic structure based 35 on the salience map (middle stage), finally refined the structural details in a longer duration (late 36 stage). c, Evolution of neuronal response maps for 10 different digit instances, ranging from 37 initial non-specific firing to final object-related firing. Neurons are presented in order, and layers 38 are indicated by colors. d, Evolution of synaptic weights from retina to the first layer (Extended 39 Data Fig.2 for all neurons). The increase of weight strength of both excitatory (positive) and 40 inhibitive (negative) synapses facilitated to capture the basic characteristics of digits (ctp0-5), 41
whereas the subsequent drop of weight strength, while keeping synaptic pattern sharpen, enabled 42 to recognize structure details (ctp5-8). e. Evolution of distribution of excitatory (red) and 43 inhibitive (blue) synapses (Extended Data Fig.3 for all neurons). At the beginning, it shows 44 random distributed patterns (ctp0-1), followed by cluster-like patterns (ctp2-4), and finally 45 stripe-like patterns(ctp5-8 Experimental neuroscience 5 discovers that ventral stream in primate brain has been used for core 49 object recognition with information transmission through a feedforward, reflexive, hierarchical 50 neural network to rapidly untangle the object identity manifold 6,7 . Inspired from this, we build a 51 simple recognition and reconstruction network (RRN) (Extended Data Fig.1 ) to provide an 52 analogy to animal neural system, and expect similar traits could be derived independently in 53 response to similar recognition challenges. 54 55
As primates have distinct development stages (e.g. baby, adolescence and adult etc.) 56 characterized with significant difference in neural anatomy, physiology and cognition, the RRN 57 also experienced similar development process (i.e. the Early, Middle, and Late stages) 58 characterized by 9 critical time points (ctp) each with unique firing pattern, synaptic connectivity 59 pattern, and recognition performance (Fig.1 ). In the Early stage (ctp0-4), RRN took relatively 60 few steps, 100k only, to learn to capture the salience map of objects in retina. The RRN started 61 with random assigned synaptic weights (ctp0) that possessed no power for recognition though 62 digits were presented in retina. Despite there was only slight synaptic plasticity in initial stage 63 (ctp1), the RRN started to realize that those digits were likely to appear in the center of retina. 64
The initial activity changes occurred only in higher layer, indicating the importance of early 65 development of other cortices (like cortices for audition, proprioception and association etc.) and 66 their feedback signals in shaping those V1-like synapses. The ctp2 witnessed a sudden drop in 67 number of excitatory synapses (so was the increase of inhibitive synapses), and ctp2 is also the 68 starting point of strength growth of both excitatory and inhibitory synapses. These changes 69 allowed the RRN to identify whether the digits were presented on left or right part of the retina, 70 which was clearly reflected by the horizontal segmentation of positive and negative synapses 71 (Fig1.e). Following the same trend of synaptic alterations, the RRN could identify the vertical 72 position and orientation of objects in ctp3, with specific cluster-like distributions gradually 73
formed. The units also showed remarkable firing specificity with respect to digit's retinal 74 position. In ctp4, the RRN could capture the object scale information, and this was also the start 75 point when RRN came to identify digit's morphology, namely, entering the Middle stage (ctp4-76 6). In the Middle stage, the most striking changes occurred in ctp5, where both excitatory and 77 inhibitory synapses stopped strengthening and began to shrink to enhance the recognition, quite 78 similar to the prune mechanism in animal brain to improve the neural network efficiency 8 After 5 million steps training, the RRN was mature in recognition of both digit properties and 115 structure details. Then, we quantitatively characterized the information represented in the pivot 116
Encoding layer to investigate how the digit properties were encoded by these 32 neurons. Fig. 2a  117 shows the correlation analysis between retinal position x and neuronal activity across 128 118 horizontal translation trials (Method). We witness that all layers contain certain number of x-119 related (P < 0.01) neurons, which is reasonable and even necessary, because precise digit 120 reconstruction requires retinal position information being carried throughout the whole network. 121
Five out of 32 neurons in the Encoding layer are x-neurons in fig. 2b -c, in which activity of 122 neuron 24 (n24, the most significantly related) demonstrates three characteristics: (1) digit 123 position modulated activity of n24;
(2) the modulation relied on digit identity and morphology; 124
(3) continuous position alteration resulted in continuous change of neuronal response. The 125 characteristics of diffeomorphic mapping of RRN can guarantee the tolerance to position 126 variation. All these are consistent with the characteristics of property preserving representation 127 of IT neurons 1,11 in monkey studies. 128 129
Similar correlation studies were performed on properties of y, s and r (Extended Data Fig. 4-7) , 130 and the 32 neurons were functionally categorized into 5 classes ( Fig. 2d ), which demonstrate the 131 population coding nature 12 of these neurons. To test whether these population responses 132 represent the digit properties, a simple linear summation decoder of downstream circuit 133 (Extended Data Fig. 1 ) was implemented (method) to predict position x from population 134 responses of the Encoding neurons. Fig. 2e demonstrates that downstream layer could perceive 135 the objective (predicted) x value with a simple linear circuit. Fig. 2f shows the predictive 136 performance in term of R 2 and mean square error (MSE), demonstrating that perceptions of 137
retinal position x and y were most accurate, while that of digit size was worse, and in-plane 138 orientation was the worst. Interestingly, although we didn't train the RRN with any digit 139
properties, it could automatically untangle the manifolds of these properties.
141
To investigate what individual neuronal response represents, we modulated each neuronal 142 activity while traced the alteration of image reconstruction. Fig. 2g demonstrates how n24 143 response influences reconstruction of digit 5 in various x positions, where we have three 144 observations: (1) for each column, though n24 significantly changed activity, reconstructions of 145 digit 5 were always placed in correct x positions, which suggests that neighbor neuronal 146
activities together also contained the position x information, and n24 activity alone could not 147 move reconstruction position.
(2) For each column, different n24 activity did severely change the 148 reconstructed morphology, however, without communicating with neighbor neurons in the same 149 layer, n24 could readily obtain accurate activity from feedforward inputs of previous layer, 150
which suggests the response of n24 (the most significant x-related neuron) was induced by 151 features in specific retinal regions.
(3) across all blocks, there was no sudden change occurring 152 no matter slight move of digit or change of n24 activity, which suggested the RRN 153 reconstruction possessed noise tolerance to digit translation and neuronal activity. Quite similar 154
is the influence of n31 activity on digit's y position, but the reconstruction quality of morphology 155 was more sensitive to the variation of n31 activity. Fig. 2i To tackle whether neuronal activities encode digit identity, correlation coefficients between 192 neuronal activities and digit identities were computed ( fig.3a) , where nearly all neurons were 193 involved in digit identity coding. The Extended Data Fig.8 shows that though variations existed 194 in digit morphologies, these corresponding digit-related neurons had conservative response 195 pattern regarding to each identity. Nevertheless, no single identity neuron found in the Encoding 196 layer. For instance, n14 (the most correlated neuron to digit 7) showed diverse influence on 197 reconstruction of digit 7 in different conditions ( fig.3b ). Then, we used a simple logistic 198 regression layer (Extended Data Fig.1 ) to assess whether neurons ensemble contain explicit digit 199 identity information. As compared with the baseline accuracy of 10%, this simple logistic 200 regression layer could predict digit with accuracy of 60% ( fig. 3c ), though no labels were 201 provided during the training process, which indicates that the Encoding neurons are capable of 202 untangling digit identity which allows downstream layers to easily associate category or name to 203 such neurons. In addition, we found that if the digits were placed in the retinal center, certain 204 rotating or scaling would not drastically deteriorate the recognition accuracy, however, placing 205 digits to peripheral regions especially on top or bottom of retina would significantly damage the 206 digit recognition, that's why eye movement is necessary for animal neural network. 207 208 209 Visual processing needs to handle identity preserving image transformation problem, or to 211 tolerate property variations during identity recognition. To investigate this, we introduced 212 similarity matrices 4 between population responses to digits with gradual changing properties 213 (method). One remarkable feature in Fig. 3d is the presence of paradiagonal stripes, which 214
indicates same digit with decent horizontal displacement will not severely disturb population 215 response pattern. The other feature is the high correlation region on top right, which indicates 216 that digits placed on right part of retina will elicit similar neuronal activities regardless their 217
identities. Vertical variation of digit position has resembled similarity matrix ( fig.2e ). 218
Nevertheless, variation of digit size demonstrates remarkably more and stronger paradiagonal 219 stripes than others, which suggests that for scaling effect, digits with same morphology were 220 encoded by similar population response pattern, and only slight modulation on population 221
activities was needed for recognizing the size alteration. In contrast, relatively large adjustment 222 of coordinated population response was needed to recognize retinal position changes 14 , which is 223 consistent with Extended Data Fig. 9 . So the natural neural mechanism in handling translational 224 invariance is not based on max pooling 15 but on coordinated adjustment of population responses. training and forgetting processes. The RRN was trained with novel symbol x for the first 10,000 248 steps, followed by known digits in the next 10,000 steps. Red represents test performance (or 249 MSE in upside-down y-axis) of novel structure x, while blue represents known digits. Six 250 distinguished ctps (0-5) were observed across the entire process. d, enlarged view of the first 500 251 steps which clearly demonstrates the initial drop and subsequent rise of reconstruction 252
performance. e-f, Illustrate the reconstruction of symbol x and digits for 6 ctps, which reflected 253 the performance evolution. 254 255
Learning new and forgetting old skills (or knowledge) are basic characteristics of animal brains. 256
Here, we will reveal how new recognition skills are added into the working network while 257 previous skills are still preserved without big disruption. It is not surprising, when novel 258 structures are fed into RRN, it treats the input as known digits and reconstructs output 259 accordingly. In fig.4a , the RRN treated the square as compacted digit 8, and double digit as a 260 wide single digit. Fig.4b Double click here to type your header times, P = 2.43e-50) stronger synaptic plasticity than known structures (digits). More 262 importantly, these changes occurred on all synapses in relatively small magnitude, so that 263 previous sharp synaptic patterns could be retained. This guarantees that those known structures 264 could still elicit similar neuronal responses, which enable downstream layers to process data 265
properly and robustly without big modulation. This also guarantees that any novel structure is 266 learnt and recognized by population coding scheme. 267 268
The population rewiring process of learning and forgetting involved several key stages ( fig. 4c of symbol x took effect rapidly. For transition 4-5 and further, input of digits continued to 280 enhance the digit recognition while decrease that of symbol x. Note that real neural network is 281 much larger, the performance alteration (blue curve from ctp-0 to ctp-3) would not change such 282
dramatically. Here, we want to differentiate between recognition learning and knowledge 283 learning, where the former (like tasting spicy will gradually lower the perception of spicy taste) 284 is a long term process requiring plasticity of sensory synapses along processing stream, while the 285 later (like learning a new foreign word) could be a short process requiring certain new 286 association connectivity formed between sensory and downstream regions. 287 288
Under the same principle of minimizing free energy of system 16 Correlation study of digit properties. Considering retinal position x as an example, we 360 performed 128 trials of simulation on the mature (5million steps trained) RRN network to 361 compute the correlation coefficients between neuronal activity and x value for each neuron. Each 362 trail contained 100 images of same random digit instance but varying position x from -0.2 to 363 +0.2. So for each trial, with the 1*100 x-vector and 1*100 neuronal activity vector, one pair of cc 364 and p-value could be obtained for each neuron. And then the averaged cc and p-value could be 365 computed by averaging across all 128 trials, and the significant x-neurons were selected with 366 threshold 0.01. The same operations were performed for digit property y, s, and r, whose results 367 are presented in Extended Data Fig. 4 arrays as input to the sklearn.linear_model.LinearRegression, we obtained the predicted position 378
x. Finally, r2_score and mean_squared_error functions from sklearn.metrics were used to 379 compute the prediction performance in term of R square and MSE, respectively. Predictions of 380
properties y, s and r were processed in similar way. 381 382
Correlation study of digit identity. 1024 mnist digits were sequentially processed with random 383 operation of scaling [0.5,0.7], rotating [-36°, 36°], x translation [-0.2, 0.2], and y translation [-384 0.2, 0.2] to produce digit instances with various properties, while identities (mnist labels in one-385 hot mode) were documented. By feeding these digit instances into (5million steps trained) RRN 386 network, population responses were obtained for each instance. Finally, the scipy.stats.pearsonr 387 was used to compute correlation coefficient and p-value for each pair of digit identity and 388 neuronal activity (Fig. 3a) . 389 390
Digit identity prediction under property perturbation. Considering perturbation of x position 391
as an example, two sets (one for training, one for testing) of 1024 mnist digits were sequentially 392 processed by shrinking s = 0.6, and then random x ∈ [-0.2, 0.2] to produce digit instances with x 393 perturbation, while documented digit identities. By feeding the training set of transformed digit 394 instances into the (5million steps trained) RRN network, population responses were obtained. 395
Then, we trained the sklearn.linear_model.LogisticRegression model with population responses 396 (32 neurons in Encoding layer) and corresponding digit labels. For the test set of transformed 397 digits, RRN output another set of population responses, by feeding which, the trained 398
LogisticRegression model produced digit labels predictions. By comparing the predicted and 399 original labels, the statistics under x-perturbation were displayed as boxplot in Fig. 3c . Similar 400 processes were conducted for other properties. 401 402
Similarity matrix. Considering translation x as an example, ten mnist digits (0-9, one for each 403 identity) were first shrank with s = 0.6, then duplicated 10 times with each copy being 404 transformed by a x-value from -0.2 to 0.2. Totally 100 images were created and arranged in 405 order, where 10 blocks represented 10 x values, while each block contained 10 different digit 406
identities. By feeding these 100 images into the (5million steps trained) RRN network, we 407 obtained a 100 by 32 response matrix, where each row was a population response vector from 32 408
neurons with respect to one image. Finally, the correlation coefficient between any two images 409
were computed by the scipy.stats.pearsonr model. Putting all 100 by 100 correlation coefficients 410 together, we constructed the similarity matrix of fig. 3d . Similar processes were conducted for 411 other properties ( fig. 3e-g) . 412 413 tSNE space representation. 1024 mnist digits were transformed with random properties of s, r, 414
x and y to produce the non-biased dataset. By feeding these digit instances into the (5million 415 steps trained) RRN network, the population responses were obtained in form of a 1024 by32 416 matrix (32 neurons in the Encoding layer). sklearn.manifold.TSNE (perplexity = 30, 417 n_components = 2, init = 'pca', n_iter = 1000) was used to reduce the 32 dimensional 418 representation into 2D. Taking these two components as x-axis and y-axis, and property as color, 419 the property distribution in 2D tSNE space was presented ( fig. 3k-r) . 420 421
Top-5 and average (top-20) image instances. 1024 mnist digits were transformed with random 422
properties of s, r, x and y to produce the non-biased dataset. By feeding these digit instances into 423 the (5million steps trained) RRN network, the population responses were obtained. For each 424 neuron, rearrange the image instances in a descending order, according to its activity strength. 425
After that, it output the first five images that elicited the highest neuronal responses ( Fig. 3s and  426 Extended Data Fig. 10 ). The ' avg' image was averaged across the top-20 images, and the ' sigf' 427 images contained pixels whose values (over these top-20 images) were significantly (P < 0.01) 428 different from zero. 429 430
Learning and forgetting. Based on the (5million steps trained) RRN network, we first trained it 431 with additional 10,000 steps of novel symbol x images (with above mentioned random affine 432 transformation to diversify the training set), and then trained it with another 10,000 steps of 433 known digit images. For symbol x recognition, the former was a learning process, and the latter 434
was a forgetting process. The reciprocal of mean square error (MSE) between original and 435 reconstructed images was used as a measure of performance .  436  437  438  439  440  441  442  443  444 Extended Data Fig. 1 | The RRN 
